Cortical responses to stimulation of two functionally different thalamic nuclei in rats.
In acute experiments on adult rats we studied cortical responses to stimulation of two thalamic nuclei--a specific somatosensory relay nucleus (the ventral dorsomedial nucleus, VDM) and a nucleus without specific cortical projection (the lateral anterior nucleus, LA). The responses evoked from the two nuclei by various stimuli have the same basic form--an initial positive phase (inconstant in stimulation of the LA) is followed by dominant negativity and a late slow negative wave; the response ends with a rhythmic afterdischarge. Rhythmic stimulation of the thalamic nuclei produces incremental responses in the cortex and both the positive and the negative phase of the evoked potential participate in the amplitude changes. Hippocampocortical responses (which were compared with thalamocortical responses) have neither a late negative wave nor a distinct rhythmic afterdischarge; in rhythmic stimulation the amplitude of the responses seldom waxes and wanes. Study of the given cortical responses failed to explain the basic difference in the ability of the two thalamic nuclei to produce a self-sustained afterdischarge after rhythmic stimulation, when a spike-and wave rhythm was always elicited from the VDM, while in most cases a "hippocampal" type of self-sustained afterdischarge was evoked from the LA.